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The object of the present invention is to 
provide as a composite article of furniture 
an improved combination bed and couch 
which includes a spring mattressand may be 

I 5 readily converted from its couch form to 
of comfort and repose to the user. The 
Spring mattress is carried by a suitable 
frame or support which When in use as a 

i bed is disposed horizontally above the Seat 
portion of the couch and is capable of being 
Swung upwardly and backwardly therefrom 
and retained in the latter position to form 
the back rest of the couch when the spring 

i 15 mattress is not required. Means are also 
i provided whereby the bedding laid over the 

spring mattress in conventional manner is 

When not in use despite the up ward move 
º ment of the mattress with the bedding there 

's : 
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On. To effect this latter purpose the mat 
tress frame is provided with end framesor 
members which swing downwardly against 
the bedding andare held in such position to. 

º keep the bedding in place whilst the mat 
position at tress frame is in its upstanding 

the back of the couch. , 
i Referring to the drawings which form 
I part of this specification: - 

Figure 1is a front elevation of a converti 
ble bed and couch constructed in accordance 
with the invention, the structure being 

i shown in its couch form. A portion of the 
upholstery which covers the underside of the 
mattress frame is broken away for conven 
ience of illustration. 

Figure 2 is an end elevation 
the lefthand side of Figure 1 the spring 

broken lines in a horizontal position for sleeping purposes. 
Figure 3 is a plan view of the convertible 

article showing the couchback or mattress 

the bedding in position for use upon the 

the spring mattress 
frame. 

Figure 4 is a sectional end view showing 
the convertible article when in use as a bed. 

and its Supporting 

tion showing the structure converted into a 

a vertical position. 

looking from 

mattressor couch back being indicated by 

in a horizontal position. End frames 
'' hinged to the mattress frame are seen in 
their folded positions in which they retain ac - - 

7 formed by this box-like structure hinged spring mattress. A portion of this figure is 
50 broken away to show the adiacent part of 

Figure 5 is a parti sectional front eleva 

bed. One of the end frames is indicated in 
a folded attitude by broken lines. 

Figure 6 is a Sectional end view of a con 
vertible bed and couch embodying certain 
modifications. According thereto the couch 

Serve as a bed which vvili offer a maximum 
60 

is furnished with hinged arm rests which are 
SWung Outwardly and downwardly from 
their normal position preparatory to the 
lowering of the couch back or spring mat 
tress. For convenience of illustration the 
bedding is l'emoved from the mattress frame 
Which is SWung upwardly to form the couch 
back rest. , - , , 

I Figure 7 is a broken front elevation of 
the structure seen in Figure 6.. The left: 7o 
hand part of the figure shows the spring 
ling purposes, the adiacent arm rest of the 
couch being Syung downwardly into an in 
Operative position. In the right hand part 
Othe figure the Spring mattress and the 

(5 

a i mattress in a horizontal attitude for sleep retained in proper position on said mattress 

adiacent arm rest of the couch are seen in 
their raised positions. - 

Figure 8 is a fragmentary end view on 
an elarged Scale showing a fastening de 
Vice for l'etaining the hinged end frames in 
- Figure 9 is a broken cross section on an 
enlarged Scale of the spring mattress and 
its frame as shown in Figures 1 to 5. 

According to the invention the improved 
convertible article includes a couch compris 
inga Seat structure carrying a seati 2 and 
provided with Suitable supporting legs or 
members 3 at each end. Transverse feet or 
base members 4 are provided at each end of 
the couch, these feet being adapted to rest 
upon the floor and being preferably pro 
vided with rearward extensions which pro ject beyond the rear of the couch as at 5 
in Order to counterbalance the weight of the 
couchback rest when the latteris in an 
upstanding position as hereinafter described. 
Beneath the Seat 2, the Seat structure is pref 
erably of box-like formation and to provide 
acceSS to the compartment or compartments 
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or removable doors or panels 8 (Figures 1 
5) may be provided Or, if desired, the 
Seat 2 may be hinged as at 9 (Figure 6) to 
ture So that access may be had to the com 
partment 7 by raising the seat. Spring ele 
ments 11 may be fitted within the couch seat 
2 which may be covered Orupholstered as at 

105 

the upper rear part of the box-like struc 

10 



2º couch. 

5 
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10 in any suitable manner. Arm rests 12 as 
seen in Figures 1 to 5 may also be provided 
at each end of the couch. M 
The member which forms the back rest 

of the couch includes a mattress frame com 
prising longitudinal side members 13 and 
transverse end members 14. The Said trans 
verse members 14 of the mattress frame may 
carry apertured lugs or eyelets 15 adapted 
to embrace hinge or pivot pins 16 which 
outstand from the Seat structure of the 
couch adiacent its rear upper edge. The 
mattress frame may thus bes Wung from an. 
upstanding position, where itforms the back 
rest of the couch, into a horizOntal position 
When required to convert the article into a 

i bed. The mattress frame may be Supported 
in such horizontal position by Tests or stop 
members 17 disposed at each end of the 
The Spring mattress may be of the Well 

known woven wire type asindicated at: 18 
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at each end to cross bars 19 which are Sup 

members or rails 13 of the mattress frame 
i cross bars 19 are preferably of lesser heigh 

in Figures 1-5 andis preferably attached 
ported at each side of the mattress frame 
by Suitable means. Such as brackets 21 pref 
erably of right angle or. L. Section, these 
brackets being Secured to the longitudina 
at Or adiacent. the lower side thereof. The 

than the side rails.13 of the mattress frame 
and the brackets 21 are So arranged that 
the wire mattress 18 is stepped down or 
disposed beneath the upper surface of the 
mattress frame So that the usual bedding 
indicated at 22 may be accommodated or 
partially accommodated yithin and beneath 

One of the upper Surface of Said frame. 
the cross bars 19is secured to its Supporting 
brackets 21 whilst the other cross bar rests 
freely upon the corresponding brackets 21 
and tension bolts 20 may pass through the 
last mentioned bar 19 and the adiacent trans 
verse end member 14 of the mattresS frame asseen in Figure 5 whereby the tension of 
cording to requirements. . 
The hinged mattress frame is coveredon 

its front or underneath side by a suitable 
material Such as fabric, leather or the like 
as indicated at 23 and Such covering may be 

the wire mattress 18 may be adjusted ac 

suitably padded or upholstered to provide a 
comfortable back rest when the article is 
in use as a couch. This upholstered covering 
of the mattress frame thus hides the wire 
mattress 18 when the mattress frame is 
swung upwardy to form the couchbackrest 
asseen in Figures. 1 and 2. 

Alternatively asseen in Figures 6 and 
the Spring mattress, may be formed by coiled 
springs 28 arranged between the upholstered 
covering 23, which extends across the front 
orunder side of the mattress, frame, anda 
similar padded or upholstered mattress cov 
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ering 24 which extends across the upper 
or rear side of the mattress frame. In this 
embodiment the bedding is laid upon the 
Spring mattress covering 24 instead of the 
Woven wire mattress 18 as previously men 
tioned. - - 

Attached, preferably by hinges 32, to the 
mattreSS frame at each end thereof, are end 
members or frames 33 Which are adapted to 
swing or fold inwardly towards each other 
in a plane at right angles to the mattress 
frame or couch back When the article is to 
be converted from its bed to its couch form. 
The end frames 33 may be thus laid flat 
against the bedding 22 at the rear or upper 
side of the mattress frame as shown in Fig 
ure 3 and in broken lines at the left of 
Figure 5 thereby retaining the bedding in its 
Spread position upon the spring mattress 18 
Or 24 whilst the mattress frame is in its up 
standing position asia Figures 1, 2 and 6. 
The end frames 33 may be of ornamental 
Or other desired construction and When the 
articleis in use as a bed they occupy a 
ertical position across each end of the bed 
S Seen in Figures 4 and 5 and at the left 
f I So that the structure assumes the ap 
pearance of an ordinary bedstead. If de 
ired distance pieces 34 may be interposed 
etween the mattress frame and the end 
rames 33 the latter being hinged to said 

distance pieces So that When Said end frames 
are in their folded position they are spaced 
from the upper or rear side of the mattress 
franne members 13 thus affording greater 
depth to accommodate the bedding as indi 
cated by broken lines at the left of Figure 5. 
Any Suitable means may be provided to 

retain the end frames 33 in both their folded 
and upright positions as above mentioned. 
By Way Of examplethe end frames maybe 

. Secured in their folded position by a thumb 
Screw Or the like 36 which outstands from 
one of the frames 33 and passes through a 
slot 37 in an arm 38 Which is hinged to the 
other end frame. To retain the end frames 
in theirupright position, a Wedge or catch 
member 39, may be carried at one end of a 
stem Or shank 4-1 Which is mounted to turn 
On the respective end frame and engages a 
corresponding Wedge face or catch 42 formed. 
on the underside of the adiacent arm rest 
12. Or any other suitable form of catch 
for instance as indicated at: 43 in Figure i 
may be employed to retain the end frames 
in their uplight position. 

In lieu of the fixed arma rests 12 shown in 
Figures 1 to 5, the couch may be provided 
With hinged armi rests 46 which may be 
padded Orupholstered as shown in Figures 
6 and 7. The hinges 47 of these arm rests 
are attached to the ends of the couch Seat 
structure With theiraxes transversely of the 
couch similary to the hinges of the end 
frames 33. The armi rests 46 arethus ca 
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pable of being Swung outwardly and down 
wardly from their normal position as Seen in 
Figure 6 and at the right hand side of Fig 
ure 7 into an out of the Way position as 
showm at the left hand side of Figure 7. 
The Spring mattress frame or back rest, 
which is prevented from inadvertently. 
swinging forwardly and downwardly about 
its axis 16, by the hinged arm rests 46 when 
the latterare in theirupright position, may 
then be lowered into a horizontal position 
for use as a bed. In this example the cross 
members 14 of the mattress frame may rest 
upon the top of the Seat structure or legs 3 
so that the mattress extends for Substantially 
the full length of the couch Seat and part 
of this length may be occupied by theup 
holstered arm rests when the latterare in 
position for use. Any suitable fastening 
means or devices such for instance aspins 
48 adapted to enter coinciding holes 49 in 
the hinged arm rests and the Seat structure, 
may be provided to hold said arm rests in 
their raised position. ... » si 
To convert the article from a couch into 

a bed the mattress frame is Swung forwardly 
and downwardy about its pivotal orhinging 
point 16 So that it assumes a substantially 
horizontal position above the couch Seat 2. 
If the couch is provided with upholstered 
and hinged arm rests 46 as aforesaid such 
membersare swung downwardly about their 
hinges 47 preparatory to lowering the mat 
tress frame or couchback. The end frames 
33 are then released and swung up wardy 
into a vertical position which permits the 
usual pillows and bolster, indicated by 
broken lines in Figures 4 and 5, to be placed 
upon the bedding 22 which is retained in 
spread position on the Spring mattress by 
the end frames 33 when the mattressis in its 
inoperative or upstanding position as afore 
Said. - 
To convert the bed into a couch the pillows 

and bolster may be removed and placed in 
the aforesaid compartment or compartments 
7 formed Withim the Seat structure beneath 
the couch Seat 2. The end frames 33 are then 
folded inwardly and fastened in such posi 

tion by the aforesaid screw 36 and arm 38 
or other Suitable means So that they press 

50 

upon the bed clothes andretain them and 
the bedding 22 securely to the mattress. 
The mattress frame is then swung upwardly 
and rearwardly into its raised position 
whereupon the article is ready for use as a 
couch the Spring mattressandbedding 22 be 
ing entirelyhidden from view by the cover 
ing material or upholstery 23 on the front 
orunderneath face of the mattress frame. 

(if provided) are The hinged arm rests 46 
finally moved upwardly about their hinges 
47 and locked in their upright position by 
the fastening means 48, as aforesaid. The 
rearward extensions 5 of the couch feet 4 
Serve to effectively counterbalance the weight 
of the raised mattress frame and thus pre 
vent the couch from tipping backwardly. 

Having now described our invention what 
we claim as new and desire to Secure by 
Letters Patentis:- 

In a convertible bed and couch, a couch 
body having upstanding arms at its ends, 
each arm includinga hand rail, and a back 
including an open frame pivotally mounted 
between said alms and adapted to be sWung 
from an upright position at the back of the 
couch body to a lowered position resting 
thereon between the arms, upholstery cover 
ing the front of said frame, a spring mount 
ed in said frame and adapted to supporta 
mattress in the rear portion of the frame, 
and members pivoted to said frame and 
adapted to be Swung from an upright to a 
lowered position in overlying relation to the 
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frame and a mattress carried thereby, latch 
rods rotatably carried by said end members 
and having upper and lower arms and adapt 
ed to be rotated by the upper arms to move 
the lower arms into and out of position to 90 

engage beneath the hand rails of Said arms 
and retain the end members elevated, and 
means to releasably secure the end members 
lowered. 

In testimonywhereof We affix our signa 
tures. 

HARRY MANOTT. 
JNO. H. McGRATH. 
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